
POINTS TO MAKE TO THE C140 PLANNING PANEL IN MARCH 2016

Please accept the following submission in support of the Bayside City Council Planning Scheme 
Amendment C140 with specific reference to Beaumaris. Beaumaris lies at the southern end of the 
Bayside City municipality and has long been distinguished and valued for its sense of space and 
vegetation character. 

The current Planning Scheme has proven ineffectual in protecting the space around houses and 
vegetation from the destructive pattern of excessive medium density development and large single 
dwellings. Amendment C140 comprises a mix of necessary measures that help protect the space 
around dwellings and vegetation at the same time supporting the housing growth demands in Bayside.

Specifically, this letter supports the following proposals detailed in Amendment C140:

 A 400 m2 minimum lot size recognises that medium density development requires a threshold area 
of land to accommodate additional dwellings without adversely reducing the separation of dwellings 
from neighbouring residences and to provide adequate space for shrubs and trees.

 An increase in the permeable space requirement is vital to provide the necessary space required for 
shrubs and trees and to maintain natural ground water quality without placing an unsustainable 
reliance on existing drainage systems.

 The proposed changes to private open space are essential to preserving valued residential amenity 
and neighbourhood character. The current pattern of medium density development comprises 
excessively large dwellings that dominate the site and negatively impinge on the amenity of 
surrounding residents, and provide inadequate space for vegetation.

 The defining feature of neighbourhood character in Beaumaris is a sense of space between 
neighbouring dwellings, particularly along the rear boundary. The proposed minimal increase in rear 
setbacks from 3 metres to 4 metres is necessary to maintain this preferred neighbourhood 
character. 

 It is strongly recommended that Amendment C140 include a reduction in the site coverage limit for 
Beaumaris from 50% to 40%. The reality is that the current 50% site coverage limit does not 
guarantee that adequate open space is provided for recreation and space for the growth of medium 
to large trees. A 40% site coverage limit is essential to support the setback and open space 
measures proposed in Amendment C140 and to correct the current imbalance between built form 
and open space.

 The Bayside vision for managing housing growth and protecting established suburbs has been 
developed and refined over a number of years. Bayside City Council has expended considerable 
amounts of ratepayer funds and time to consult and listen to residents to create a vision for Bayside 
that reflects the values and expectations residents have for their neighbourhood

 For too long a minority of developers have eroded, and in many streets destroyed, the valued 
vegetated streetscapes and sense of space enjoyed in Beaumaris and the wider Bayside residential 
community. The current Planning Scheme is deficient by allowing medium density development 
comprising excessive built form with inadequate setbacks and open space totally inconsistent with 
the valued neighbourhood character. 

The reforms to planning requirements proposed in Amendment C140 represent the minimal change 
required to restore some balance between medium density development and protecting the amenity 
and preferred neighbourhood character expected in Bayside by the resident majority.

The changes proposed in Amendment C140 are long overdue. In Beaumaris these changes will help 
stem the inexorable destruction of valued vegetation character that has been caused by medium 
density development as prescribed under the current Planning Scheme. 

Approval of Amendment C140 is strongly supported.
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